27 April 2012

Mills Must Explain CLP Turmoil

The deep disunity in the CLP has boiled over again.

In the space of less than a week:
- Their president Sue Fraser-Adams was overlooked for pre-selection and then quit as president
- A senior member of their Shadow Ministry, the member for Katherine, Willem Westra Van Holte has had his pre-selection challenged
- Their candidate for Karama has been dumped, less than a week after he was pre-selected.

This turmoil is a direct result of a complete lack of any leadership at the top. The Terry Mills versus Dave Tollner leadership dispute has consumed the whole party.

Terry Mills must immediately come out and explain what is going on in the party he currently leads, not just leave it up to party spokespeople.

A party that can’t govern itself is not ready to govern the Territory.
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